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By Felicia Hoshino

Immedium, United States, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Bilingual. Language: English . Brand
New Book. ForeWord magazine Book of the Year - Bronze Medal Winner - 2011 Children s Picture
Books: A delicate and enchanting bilingual story with exceptional watercolor scenes. It is tempting
to label Miyazaki-like anything appealing to children and Japanese in origin. But in this instance
the analogy fits. The nameless cloud is a benign yet mysterious and uncontrollable presence as it
lifts Sora, Totoro style, into the sky. There he views a skyscraper mid-construction, an amusement
park, a festival of kites and other boyish marvels. Hoshino s intricate and delicate drawings deliver
this parade of sightseeing pleasures in a way that is at once dreamlike and visceral. -- New York
Times Book Review A growing boy enjoys the ultimate daydream--to soar like a cloud! Once a
crawling baby, now Sora can climb a tree. There a friendly cloud awaits! Birds, kites, and fireworks
whirl by as these friends share an adventure in the sky. This wonderful flight of fancy encourages
children s journeys of self-discovery, familial awareness, and cultural exchange, with colorfully
expressive illustrations and bilingual Japanese translation. Prolific Japanese-American illustrator
Felicia Hoshino makes her authorial debut...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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